Insulin, insulin-like growth factors and incretins: neural homeostatic regulators and treatment opportunities.
Mood disorders may be conceptualized as progressive neurodegenerative disorders associated with cognitive decline. Novel treatments capable of preserving and/or enhancing cognitive function represent an area of priority for research in the future. Insulin, insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1 and incretins may play a critical role in both physiological and pathophysiological processes of the CNS. An emerging paradigm regarding the pathophysiology of mood disorders posits that alterations in biological networks that mediate stress compromise optimal neuronal and glial function. A growing body of evidence indicates that central administration of insulin may enhance cognitive function in both healthy and cognitively impaired individuals. The neuroactive peptides, insulin, IGF-1 and incretins, or agents that facilitate their central effects (e.g. insulin-sensitizing agents), may constitute novel and possibly disease-modifying neurocognitive treatments.